The tools had been lying around in the shed for many years, but nobody bothered to combine them and see whether they work. Four decades ago, in 1971, Walther Stoeckenius and Dieter Oesterhelt isolated the protein bacteriorhodopsin from the purple membrane of halobacteria (halophilic archaea) from the Dead Sea and showed that it responds to light by pumping ions across a membrane. For many years, this was regarded as the future of biomolecular computers, but this future never came to pass. In the 1980s, the tools to express foreign genes in just about any kind of cell were perfected, so one could have put bacteriorhodopsin into mammalian neurons, but nobody did. Other photoresponsive microbial proteins were discovered, including the chloride pump halorhodopsin (also from halophilic archaea) in 1977 and the chloride channel channelrhodopsin from the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii in 2002. Still nothing happened.
In 2004, psychiatrist Karl Deisseroth, setting up a new research group at Stanford, decided to try to see whether these channels could serve to manipulate neurons. With his first co-workers, he introduced channelrhodopsin-2 into cultured mammalian neurons, believing that it was a high-risk project that might well end up with no useful result. "Against all odds, the experiments worked shockingly well," Deisseroth reminisces in Scientific American (December 2010). "Using nothing more than safe pulses of visible light, we attained reliable, millisecondprecision control over the cells' patterns of firing of action potentials." By coupling the introduced opsin gene to specific types of promoters, the researchers could ensure that only specific, functionally defined groups of neurons would become lightresponsive. The only other component required for the experiment, all-trans retinal, turned out to be present in sufficient quantities already.
In August 2005, Deisseroth's group published the first report on the new tool, and the nascent methodology around it, for which they introduced the term 'optogenetics' in the following year. Very rapidly, Deisseroth's lab, and many others that started using the new method, developed additional tools, including hybrid rhodopsins with various wavelength specificities, and optical components allowing researchers to target specific areas of the brain in live, freely moving animals. Channelrhodopsins and halorhodopsins very usefully complement each other, as the former activate nerve cells in response to blue light, while the latter silence them when exposed to yellow-green light.
Blood flow versus neuronal activity
Last year, Deisseroth's group hooked up the technique with another favourite toy of neuroscientistsfunctional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The rapid spread of fMRI in the last two decades has led to many breakthroughs but also to some work of questionable quality, as neurologist Craig Bennett highlighted with his tongue-in-cheek publication "Neural Correlates of Interspecies Perspective Taking in the Post-Mortem Atlantic Salmon: An Argument for Proper Multiple Comparisons Correction" (JSUR (2010), 1, 1-5). Bennett had used a dead salmon to show that fMRI can produce putative evidence for brain activity even in the absence of a living brain. With this, he wanted to draw attention to the fact that more than a quarter of fMRI studies published in respected journals do not include the controls that would be necessary to rule out such artefacts as he observed with the dead salmon.
Feature
Another problem with fMRI is that it measures the flow of oxygencontaining blood in the brain, and not the activity of neurons as such. It is generally assumed that active neurons will require more oxygen, and therefore show up on the fMRI scans, but there has been no direct way of confirming this assumption.
Combining optogenetics and fMRI, Deisseroth's group has shown that neuronal activity triggered by light pulses does indeed produce the fMRI signals that one would expect to see (Nature (2010), 465, 788-792) . However, as David Leopold from the National Institute of Mental Health at Bethesda, Maryland, US, warns in an accompanying commentary, "this observation should be interpreted with caution: it is likely that the downstream neural and non-neural elements also make a complex contribution to the vascular response." Moreover, the finding that optogenetic stimuli do produce fMRI signals does not rule out the production of false-positive fMRI signals like the ones in Bennett's dead salmon.
Linking smell to behaviour
The group of Richard Axel at Columbia University, New York, has applied optogenetics to elucidate the role of the piriform cortex in the behavioural response to olfactory Optogenetics -a new methodology that involves expression of light-responsive proteins in specific groups of neurons, which can then be activated with light -has only been around for six years, but some researchers are already using it to target big psychiatric questions. Michael Gross reports.
Shining new light on the brain
Green light: Two-photon laser scanning image of a lateral habenula neuron from the study of Bo Li et al., who used optogenetics to study aspects of depression in a rat model (Nature perception. Axel, together with Linda Buck, described the first molecular receptors for odorants in 1991, and both shared the 2004 Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine for this work. Neurons expressing these receptors pass signals to the piriform cortex, which in turn speaks to brain structures linked to learned behaviour, including the amygdala, basal ganglia, and hippocampus.
Axel's group expressed channelrhodopsin-2 in groups of as few as 300 piriform neurons in mice (Cell (2011 (Cell ( ), 146, 1004 (Cell ( -1015 . The researchers then used the activation of these cells by light as a conditioned stimulus, combined with an aversive or appetitive unconditioned stimulus. "The beauty of this study relies on the idea to optogenetically bypass sensory input and directly activate neuronal ensembles in the cortex," says André Fiala from the University of Göttingen (Germany), who was not involved in the work. The authors found that the same group of neurons could be trained to trigger either an avoidance or an appetitive behaviour. They conclude that the assignment of piriform neurons to behavioural responses is independent of spatial arrangement and is based on experience. This corresponds to earlier demonstrations that the same odour can produce opposite behavioural responses depending on experience.
When the researchers trained the same mice sequentially with the opposing stimuli, the conditioning switched to the more recent experience, and learning was as fast as in naïve animals, overwriting the previous conditioning. However, when applying two opposing training experiences to different subsets of neurons, both responses persisted in parallel. Axel and coworkers conclude that conditioning of piriform neurons is sufficient to produce behavioural responses, and that, unlike in vision, hearing and touch, there is no role for topographical order or developmentally programmed circuitry.
"The authors not only show that artificially evoked activity of neurons in the piriform cortex can be associated with punishing or rewarding stimuli," Fiala explains. "Moreover, by randomly targeting the optogenetic tool to neurons they impressively demonstrate that at this level of processing valence can be assigned to a distributed, not spatially or developmentally predetermined ensemble of neurons through experience. Rather, any combination of neurons within the piriform cortex that are simultaneously activated can be trained to induce learned behavior, independent of whether the learning involves reward, punishment or social aspects."
Targeting psychiatric disease
Meanwhile, Karl Deisseroth's group and other groups are gearing up to apply optogenetics tools to the very psychiatric disorders that motivated Deisseroth's research from the beginning. In February, Bo Li and coworkers at the University of California at San Diego characterised specific neuronal responses associated with established models of depression in rats (Nature (2011), 470, 535-539) . Three weeks later, Deisseroth's group could demonstrate that anxiety can be either increased or diminished by optogenetic manipulation of specific circuitry elements in the amygdala (Nature (2011), 471, 358-362) .
In their most recent publication, Deisseroth and coworkers address Bad mood: Psychiatric disorders are a leading global health problem in terms of years of life lost to death or disability, but due to the complexities of the human brain, very little is known about their biological causes. This painting, Anxiety, 1894, is by Norwegian artist Edvard Munch, who suffered from severe depression himself and is known for his haunting images of people in emotional distress, including his most famous one, The Scream. (Picture: Photolibrary.com)
